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Introduction  
 

 The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is one of the world’s longest-running and most 

controversial conflicts. At its heart, it is a conflict between two self-determination 

movements — the Jewish Zionist project and the Palestinian nationalist project — 

that lay claim to the same territory. But it is so, so much more complicated than that, 

with seemingly every fact and historical detail small and large litigated by the two 

sides and their defenders. 
 

 Israel is located in the east of the Mediterranean Sea, being the world’s only 

Jewish state. Palestinians, the Arab population that hails from the land which now 

Israel controls, refer to the territory as the State of Palestine, and also want to 

establish a state by that name on all or part of the same land. The Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict is over how the land will be distributed and how it's controlled, since both 

sides of the conflict claim to own the land. 

A map of Palestinian and Israeli territories on the Middle Eastern Peninsula 
 

 

Definition of Key Terms 
 

West Bank: 

   A region which locates at the west of the River Jordan and the north-west of 

the Dead Sea; a population which counts as 2,461,300 (est. 2009). It contains 

settlements Jericho, Hebron, Nablus, Bethlehem, and other. It became a part of Jordan 

in 1948 and was occupied by Israel following the Six Day War of 1967. In 1993 an 

agreement has been signed that granted limited autonomy to the Palestinians, who 

comprise 97 percent of its inhabitants; withdrawal of Israeli troops began in 1994 but 

the conflict in the area continues. 
 

 



Gaza Strip: 

   A strip of territory in Palestine, on the south-eastern of the Mediterranean 

coast, including the town of Gaza; population counts as 1,551,900 (est. 2009). 

Administered by the country Egypt from 1949, and occupied by Israel from 1967, it 

became a self-governing enclave under the PLO–Israeli accord of 1994 and has been 

electing its own legislative council in 1996. 
 

Zionist: 

   A supporter of Zionism; which is a person who believes in the development 

and protection of a Jewish nation in what is now named as Israel. 
 

Hamas: 

   A Palestinian Islamic movement which was founded in 1987 with the purpose 

of establishing a Palestinian state incorporating present-day Israel and the West Bank. 

On the date 2006, Hamas defeated the more moderate Fatah in the elections for the 

Palestinian National Authority. 
 

 

General Overview 
 

 The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict originally roots from both parties claiming the 

land to be theirs, this also being fueled by the fact that Jerusalem is seen as a holy 

land. However, the extreme political turmoil started out in the 20th century and yet 

keeps on worsening in the 21st century, with Palestinian people being kicked out of 

their land gradually. In our current day, some Palestinians have fled the country due 

to the extreme living conditions, which includes military brutality coming from the 

Israeli army.  
 

 

Timeline of Events 
 

 Despite the fact that both Jews and Arab Muslims have dated their claims to 

the land back a couple thousand of years, the current political conflict has begun in 

the early 20th century. Jews fleeing persecution in Europe wanted to establish a 

national homeland in what was then an Arab and Muslim-majority territory in the 

Ottoman and later British Empire. The Arabs and Muslim majority have resisted, 

seeing the land as rightfully theirs. An early United Nations plan to give each group 

part of the land failed, and Israel and the surrounding Arab nations fought several 

wars over the territory. Today’s lines largely reflect the outcomes of two of these 

wars, one was waged in 1948 and another in 1967. The world takes the conflicts 

beginning as 1948. The 1967 war is particularly important for today’s conflict 

because it left Israel in control of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, two territories home 

to large Palestinian populations: 
 



 
 

 

Timetable of Events 
 

April 6th,1993 Hamas carries out the first suicide bombing within Israel 

September 13th, 

1993 

Oslo Peace Accord Is Signed by Israel and the PLO 

February 25th, 

1994  

Massacre at the Tomb of the Patriarchs 

April 1994 Paris Protocol Is Signed by Israel and the Palestinian Authority  

May 4th, 1994 Cairo Agreement Is Signed between Israel and the PLO 

October 26th, 

1994 

Israel and Jordan Sign Peace Treaty 

September 28th, 

1995 

Oslo II Accords Signed between Israel and the PLO, Giving 

Palestinians Control over Parts of the West Bank and Gaza 

August 27th, 2001 

 

Israel Assassinates the Leader of the Popular Front for the 

Liberation of Palestine  

October 17th, 

2001 

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine Assassinates Israeli 

Minister of Tourism  

March 13th, 2002 United States Sponsors UN Security Council Resolution Calling 

for a Palestinian State alongside the State of Israel  



March 29th-April 

21st 2002 

Israel Launches Operation Defensive Shield and Invades and 

Occupies Much of the West Bank 

April 30, 2003 The US Publishes "Road Map" towards a Middle East Peace  

June 19th, 2003 Israel Begins Construction of West Bank Security Wall/Fence 

August 22nd, 2005 Israel Removes the Last Jewish Settlements in Gaza  

July-August 2006 Israel-Lebanon War 

 

June 4th, 2009 Obama Supports Two-State Solution and Opposes Settlements in 

Cairo Speech  

January 23rd, 

2011 

Leaked Documents Show Palestinians Willing to Make Major 

Concessions to Cut a Peace Deal  

May 19th, 2011 President Obama Calls for Negotiations to Begin for a Palestinian 

State Based on Israel's Pre-1967 Borders  

November 29th, 

2012 

United Nations Votes to Accept Palestine as a Non-Member 

Observer State  

May 13th, 2015 The Vatican Recognizes the State of Palestine in New Treaty 

December 23rd, 

2016 

The US Abstains on United Nations Resolution Condemning 

Israeli Settlements Allowing Motion to Pass 

February 6th, 

2017 

Israel Passes Law Retroactively Legalizing Almost 4,000 Settler 

Homes Built on Palestinian Land 

July 18th, 2018 President Trump Recognizes Jerusalem as Israel's Capital, Orders 

US Embassy to Move 

July 19th, 2018 President Trump Recognizes Jerusalem as Israel's Capital, Orders 

US Embassy to Move 

 

 

 

 

 



Major Parties Involved 
 

 United States of America: 

 American support for Israel is really massive, which includes billions of 

dollars in aid and reliable diplomatic backing. Despite this fundamentally close 

relationship, there are occasionally few tensions between Israeli and American 

officials. This was particularly true under US President Barack Obama and Israeli 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu; the two leaders clashed regularly over matters 

like settlements and Iran. The Trump administration has led to renewed warmth in the 

Israeli-American relationship, culminating in Trump’s December decision to formally 

recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. 
 

 

Egypt: 

 Egypt’s 1978 peace treaty with Israel, the first signed by any Arab state, is 

underwritten by a tremendous amount of American assistance to both Egypt and 

Israel. This treaty additionally forbids Egypt from a military presence in the bordering 

Sinai Peninsula, which has helped militant and criminal groups flourish. 
 

   

Turkey: 

 Turkey has been on long good terms with Israel, however, Turkey has become 

progressively pro-Palestinian in the recent years. Turkey’s President, Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan, has positioned himself on the side of the Palestinian cause for ideological, 

domestic, and geopolitical reasons. Israeli-Turkish conflict over an Israeli attack on a 

Turkish aid mission to Gaza disconnected diplomatic relations between the two 

countries for years. They renormalized in 2016, but are the connections are still 

fragile. 
 

  Syria: 

 The government of Syria is still quite unfriendly to Israel. Syria is aligned 

with Iran, Israel’s greatest opponent in the region today. Syria also wants the Golan 

Heights, militarily useful land Israel seized during their 1967 war, back. 
 

  Lebanon: 

 Lebanon is home to Hezbollah, a virulently anti-Israel Shia Islamist group 

which is invested by Iran. Hezbollah is a crucial force in Lebanese politics, so 

Lebanon is unlikely to play any role in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations in the near 

term. 
 

Jordan:  
 The Iranian government believes Israel is fundamentally illegitimate and 

supports the most hard-line anti-Israeli Arab factions. Israel sees Iran as a direct and 

existential threat, as it has provided significant military and financial backing to 

Hezbollah, Hamas, and Syria — the so-called ”Axis of Resistance” to Israeli and 

Western interests in the Middle East. 
 

Iran: 

 The Iranian government truly believes that Israel is fundamentally illegal and 

supports the most hard-line anti-Israeli Arab factions. Israel sees Iran as a direct and 

existential threat, as it has provided significant military and financial backing to 



Hezbollah, Hamas, and Syria — the so-called ”Axis of Resistance” to Israeli and 

Western interests in the Middle East. 
 

  Saudi Arabia: 

 The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia not only has been donating hundreds of 

millions of dollars to the Palestinian Authority, but also is the driving force behind an 

Arab League peace plan floated as an alternative to traditional Israeli-Palestinian 

negotiations. Though Saudi Arabia has not yet to recognize Israel, the two nations’ 

mutual antagonism towards Iran has led to an unknown working relationship between 

the Saudi and Israeli governments. 
 

 

Possible Solutions 
 

   To solve this issue, it must be dealt with cautiously. Before any military 

action, bilateral talks can be organized to find something suiting both sides’ interests, 

and negotiations must be made. For example, an agreement between the sides can be 

made to first declare a ceasefire to protect the civilians. Israeli troops should be kept 

out of the homes of innocent civilians, and the Palestinian terrorist groups should be 

dealt with swiftly. The priority has to be the civilians and their safety, considering the 

events of the last few decades.  
 

   In order to eliminate all forces disrupting the civilians and aggravating the 

situation, neutral forces can be sent to the region to protect the citizens seeking 

protection.  
 

   Although Israel has opposed this idea, this case should be taken to the ICJ to 

get their advisory opinion, which seems to be the best solution. If Israel accepts to 

take their opinion, efficient changes can be made for both sides. 
 

   Regarding the idea of secession, delegates should keep in mind that it will 

most definitely agitate peace more than it already has been. The other issue on our 

agenda being “Measures for regulating separatist movements in Europe”, delegates 

can inform themselves more on this option as well.  
 

   To conclude, military action should be the last call since it will harm the 

civilians of both sides even more, and that alleviating the situation instead of taking 

extreme measures should be the first concern. 
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